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Chapter: 968

Phew…

When this man in the black windbreaker stepped into the airport lobby,

almost everyone clearly felt that the temperature in the entire lobby

suddenly dropped by several degrees, causing everyone to beat them

involuntarily. A shiver.

Gloomy!

dense!

A trace of terrible breath filled the hall.

Let everyone’s minds grow fluttering.

“He… is he the Lin Zuo?” He glanced at the man in the black

windbreaker.

Especially when they saw where the man in the trench coat had passed.

Hoop!

After a row of majestic sergeants bowed their heads to him.

boom!

In the entire hall, the boiling sound became louder and louder, and the

name of Lin Zuo was almost shocking.

Everyone, as if seeing their idol, flushed with excitement.

just!

Unlike the people next to him, after seeing the figure of Lin Zuo

wearing a black windbreaker.

Whether it was a Baiyi family of three or Chang Yuan, they were all

taken aback, almost suspecting that they were dazzling.

“Bai…Bai Yi! Do you see that Lin Zuo’s profile and figure look like

your husband Lin Fan?”

Chang Yuan was completely stunned.

After he first saw Lin Zuo’s figure and profile, he almost suspected that

it was Lin Fan who changed his clothes.

This made him almost scared to pee.

And on the side!

Bai Yi, Bai Shan, and Shen Yumei were also completely stunned.

Like!

In their eyes, this Lin Zuo, no matter his figure or profile, is so much

like Lin Fan. If it weren’t for the windbreaker and army boots, they

even suspected that Lin Fan was Lin Fan.

“Lin Fan, this guy seems to have collided with a lot of big people!” A

wry smile appeared at the corner of Bai Yi’s mouth.

In her mind, she was the first to rule out the idea that Lin Fan was Lin

Zuo.

after all!

Although the two are similar, they are Lin Zuo, but one of China’s four

major military positions, the highest figure in the military.

With an order, millions of lions are invincible.

Even if it is placed in the world, it is also a bigwig.

And what about Lin Fan?

He is just a housewife who washes clothes, buys vegetables, mops the

floor, and cooks every day. These two are simply the difference

between them. How could they be the same.

and!

Bai Yi had seen him before. Lin Fan and the genius doctor Lin in the

video, as well as the great master Lin on the Internet, were very similar.

That’s it.

Baishan and Shen Yumei next to him also shook their heads.

If Lin Fan was a Lin Zuo, they would never believe them.

And at this moment! Mobile terminal:

Hey!

Under the shock and excitement of everyone, the man in the

windbreaker had already reached the door.

Hoop!

Almost instantly, a strong excitement appeared on the faces of the two

handsome dragons and tigers.

At the moment, he led the No.1 Liu Zhen, subdued Ma Yong, and the

eight chaebols, and bowed to Lin Fan:

“I wait, see Lin Zuo!!!”

“I’ll wait and see Lin Zuo!!!”

“…”
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